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RECENT PROGRESS IN HYPERON PHYSICS

Pierre Extermann, university of Geneva

Since high-energy hyperon beams became operational both at
Fermilab (about 1972) and at the CERN SPS (1976), a large set of
new and accurate data was produced [1,2]. These results can be
summarized in the following way.

1) Hyperon inclusive production in high-energy proton nucleus
collisions. The invariant production cross sections have been
measured as a function of xF and pt. Furthermore, sizeable
hyperon polarisations were observed for _E+, I", A, H° and 5'.
2) Magnetic moments. Taking advantage of this polarisation, accurate

measurements of the ÏT, £", A, 5° and H" magnetic moments
have been performed. A measurement of the fl" polarisation and if
possible of the fi" magnetic moment is under way at Fermilab.

3) Hyperon decays. Nonleptonic, semileptonic and radiative decays
have been measured. For semileptonic decays, the Cabibbo theory
was found to provide an excellent description of the n, A, E" and
S" decays.

4) Hyperon Induced reactions. Hyperons, mostly I" and H" were
used as projectiles on various targets. The following processes
were investigated :

i) charmed baryon production. The S£ (former A+) was discovered
and an indication for the fi° (T°) was obtained.

c

ii) resonance production. The main emphasis was put on 5 and fl
spectroscopy. The first JT resonances were observed [3] as well
as several - resonances.

iii) inclusive processes, e.g. E" and fl" production.

iv) search for new particle types. A still unexplained signal,
X(3100) (or U), carrying the numbers B - 0 and S -1, was
observed in three different charge states.

v) hyperon-nucleon total cross sections and elastic differential
cross sections. The Z" nucléon and E" nucléon total cross

sections were measured with an accuracy better than 1%.
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In this talk, I shall concentrate on a single item, the
radiative decays. These decays have branching ratios of the order
of 10" like the semileptonic decays. Furthermore, most radiative

decay modes (e.g. A -»¦ ny) have a competing nonleptonic decay
mode (e.g. A ¦*¦ mr") with a tt° in the final state which can fake
radiative decays when one of the Ys from the Tr° escapes detection.

A very good understanding of the photon detectors is
required in order to suppress this background.

As an example, let us consider the measurement of the A -*- ny
decay [4]. This experiment was performed with the CERN-SPS
hyperon beam YI [5]. Basically, the experimental apparatus consisted
of a two-stage magnetic spectrometer equipped with proportional
and drift chambers, and of two photon detectors, a liquid argon
calorimeter (LAD) located at the far end of the experiment and a
window-frame lead glass array (LG) placed upstream of the second
magnet. Longitudinal sampling in the LAD allowed electromagnetic
showers to be separated from hadronic showers. A set of scintillation

counters and hodoscopes was used for triggering.

The As used in this experiment originated from S" ¦* Air
decays. The hyperon beam was tuned at 116 GeV/c and the differential

Cherenkov counter (DISC) was set to trigger on E". The it"
momentum was measured in the first stage of the spectrometer and
the A momentum was computed from the decay kinematics. (Note that
the polarisation of the A was readily available and could have
been used for the measurement of the <* parameter.)

The energy of the photon, EY, as well as the transverse
coordinates x and y of its impact point were measured in the
LAD. The transverse coordinates of the neutron, x^ and yn, were
also determined in the LAD. From these data, the kinematics of
the A -*- ny decay was computed and the z coordinate of the A decay
point was determined.

The background came predominantly from A -*¦ nTT" ir" -»¦ y(Y)
events where one of the Ys escaped detection. For instance, this
Y could miss the LAD and the LG altogether, or it could hit the
LAD in the vicinity of the neutron in which case the two showers
merged, or its energy was low and the resulting shower was too
small to be found by the pattern recognition program.

In short, the background rejection method was as follows.
The LG wall was used as a veto. A minimum transverse distance
between two showers in the LAD was required in order to ensure a
clean measurement of the photon energy. A Monte-Carlo simulation
of both decay modes (A ¦*¦ nY and A ¦+ niT°, tt° -»¦ YY) allowed to
define a "signal region" in the (E z«) plane (see fig. la and
fig. lb). All events in this region and in a band surrounding it
were visually scanned on a computer printout and the energy
pattern in the LAD was examined for extra or dubious showers.
Finally, since neither electromagnetic nor hadronic showers were
simulated in the Monte Carlo, the resolutions were checked on a
sample of fully reconstructed A -> nir° events.
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Figure 1 a) A -»¦ ny(Y) events (M.C) b) A ¦*¦ ny events (MC)

c) Data
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The distribution of the data, after the scanning procedure,
is shown in fig. lc. The signal region contains 31 events (42
before scanning). The background in this region is estimated to
be 7.3 events. Therefore the net signal is 23.7 events, which
corresponds to a branching ratio

BR - r.A+ny)
T(A + all)

(1.02 ± 0.33) x 10"3

where the error contains both statistical and systematic
contributions It turns out that the statistics of this final sample is
too small for any significant measurement of the asymmetry
parameter a(A -*- ny)

The present experimental status of hyperon radiative decays
is summarized in Table 1. For comparison, the 1978 situation is
also indicated.

TABLE 1
HYPERON RADIATIVE DECAYS

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

: A) Branching ratios (ln units of 10 -3)

(1978) [6] (1987)

: 2+ + py 1.24 ± 0.18 1.22 ± 0.10 [7] :

: A -*• ny 1.02 ± 0.33 [4] :

: S° ¦* l'y < 70 < 70 [7] :

: S° -> Ay 50 ± 50 1.3 ± 0.2 [8] :

: S" * Z"y < 1.2 0.23 ± 0.10 [9] :

: fl" -»¦ S"Y < 2.2 [10]:

: B) Asvmmetr les
+ 0.52

->-PY - 1.03
- 0.42

- 0.72 ± 0.29 [7] :

The value of the E° ¦*¦ Ay branching ratio is still preliminary
and the quoted error is purely statistical. The progress

made over the last decade is almost entirely due to hyperon beam
experiments. Note that a new measurement of a(-t.+ ¦»¦ PY) has been
undertaken at K.E.K. in a low energy pion beam [11].
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On the theoretical side, several attempts have been made to
compute the rates and asymmetries of hyperon radiative decays
[12] but, to put it bluntly, there is as yet no adequate description

of these processes. The obvious stumbling block is the
strong interactions of the quarks within the baryons. Two approaches

are used, one at the quark level (see some examples in
fig. 2a) and the other at the hadron level (fig. 2b). Sometimes
both approaches are combined. Photon emission is occuring either
over short distances (-1/M,,) or over large distances (~ confining
radius). Standard techniques are used for the computation of the
matrix elements such as bag models, SU(6) wave functions, current
algebra, etc.. A few representative results are given in Table 2.
Kogan and Shifman [12] computed the S" and fl" decays using a
diagram with two hadrons in the intermediate state, Air" and E "it"
respectively. For the E+ decay, they used the usual pole
diagram. Their results are in good agreement with the experimental
data. They also obtain an exact lower unitary bound for the decay
branching ratios. Eeg [13] used Penguin diagrams, bags and pole
models to compute the fl" decay rate. His values are well compatible

with the experimental upper limit. Kamal and Verma [14]
compute diagrams in which the transition mechanism involves 1, 2

or 3 quark lines. They obtain two solutions, labelled A and B,
using as an input the Z+ and S" rates and the £*" asymmetry. Their
original solution B is shown in Table 2, along with a new solution

B'obtained by us from the up-to-date values of the Z+, A and
S" decay rates. The agreement with the data is good but the
contribution of the single quark line mechanism is much too
strong according to several authors [12].

TABLE 2.
Radiative Branching Ratios

(in units of 10"3)

pY A -*¦ nY S° ¦*¦ Ay -»¦ Z"Y A"

Data 1.22
±0.34

1.02
±0.33

1.3
±0.20

0.23
±0.10

< 2.2

Theory :

(a few examples)

Kogan &
Shifman

- 1 0.17 0.01 -0.015

Unitary limit > 0.03 > 0.1 > 0.008

Eeg [13) 0.001 - 0.1

Kamal (B) &
Verma (B1)

1.24
1.22

1.70
1.02

1.36
1.04

1.20
0.23

0.6
0.12
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Figure 2 Diagrams for radiative decays
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In conclusion, hyperon radiative decays represent a fine
challenge for experimentalists and a powerful test bench for
theorists. On the experimental side, substantial progress was
achieved thanks to the high-energy hyperon beams, but most decay
asymmetries are still unmeasured. They are urgently needed to
compare parity-violating and parity-conserving amplitudes. On the
theoretical side, a lot of work has been done but the computations

of the matrix elements on the basis of the quark diagrams
are handicapped by QCD effects and are not yet reliable. Models
with intermediate hadronic states and pole diagrams yield
estimates which should be correct to within a factor 2 to 10. Therefore

work should be pursued on either side, experimental and
theoretical, in order to reach a full understanding of this physical
process.
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